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SUBJECT: INTERVIEW OF 

1. On March 23, 2012, Malden Police Department Detective JP Kelly and I
conducted an interview of .  provided the following identification 
information:

 DOB 87 
  

Salem, MA

The interview was conducted on the street near 475 Broadway, Malden.

2. Alexander stated that he was employed at JRM Recycling, and at about 5:00 PM
had been driving home with  and .  was driving,  
was in the front passenger seat, and  was in the back seat. While they were driving on 
Broadway, several police cars had gone by with lights and sirens on. Moments later, they had 
stopped at a red light at the entrance to 500 Broadway. When the light turned green,  
started to proceed forward, but then pulled over when they heard another police car approaching. 
As  pulled over,  noticed that there were a lot of police officers on foot running 
around. Suddenly  heard three or more gunshots nearby, and immediately got down 
on the floor of the vehicle so he wouldn’t get hit by gunfire. The other occupants in the vehicle 
also got down. Moments later he heard someone scream three times “Get out of the car!” 

 didn’t recognize the voice, but he then saw a male at the passenger door.  
could not see this person clearly because he was down by the floor and covering his head. The 
male then opened the door, and everyone exited the car.  indicated that as he was 
exiting the car he was in fear of his life, and he didn’t know what was going on. He could hear 
screaming at this point, but couldn’t make out what was being said. After exiting the car,
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 and his co-workers then ran behind a fence near 475 Broadway and lied down on the 
ground. Once on the ground  heard more gunfire and could hear sirens in the distance. 
He kept his head down, so he was unable to see what was going on. He remained on the ground 
until the shooting stopped, at which point he saw police around ’s car with guns pointed at 
it. After getting up front the ground,  approached the police officers, and told them the 
vehicle involved belonged to him. , ,   then remained at the scene 
until the time of this interview.

Respectfully Submitted,

Kevin M. Baker
Trooper
Massachusetts State Police


